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Message from your President
We are moving in to the second year of this pandemic and some light at the
end of the tunnel is starting to shine just a little. I received an email from TYS
that we may be able to use the 510 building again for our regular Monday
evening gatherings starting in July. This of course is not cast in stone.
Members are getting restless, as evidenced by the 40 plus members and 10
aircraft that attended the mountain flying seminar at Wolfcreek earlier this
month. Our thanks go to Linwood Stevenson for his fine presentation and
maybe a little credit goes to the food.
Walt Frankewich, just announced his retirement, and at the same time he
received his Rans S-21 Outbound Kit. He said it couldn’t have been better
timing. Now He & Lisa can get working on it. John Williams has already built
his last year and probably has over 100 plus hours in the air on it already.
John will be a good mentor to Walt & Lisa when needed.
Our tech councilor, and FAA DAR, Jim Auman, is interested in sharing what
he has learned while actually operating auto, Mogas burning auto engines,
with SDS Electronic Fuel Injected Honda 3.5L engines, and geared redrives
manufactured by AutoFlight of NZ. He will be sharing some illustrated info
about tuning and setup techniques learned through real counsel with the
designer of SDS, Ross Farnham. Jim has the 3.5 Honda auto engine conversion installed in his experimental Titan P-51 he built.
(Continued on page 2)

Jimmy Hunt– Fly to GA2
It’s time to get back to socializing and enjoying the fellowship of our Chapter. We are
planning a camping trip on April 12-14 (weather permitting) to Williamson Ga (GA2).
Let me know if you are planning to attend at jwh2race@yahoo.com and also if your
not on the fly out list and I will add you. Hope to see you there.
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Some items he will share are the use of AFR to monitor the stoichiometric output of an auto engine when
installed on an experimental aircraft. Here is the definition I Googled on this output. A stoichiometric mixture is one having a ratio of fuel and oxygen that will result in the absence of both upon completion of
combustion — no fuel or oxygen remain in the spent gases. However such a mixture is not satisfactory for
all modes of engine operation and it is more perfect in definition than in application. Jim says, what I am
sharing is technical so, those not interested will either be fascinated or bored to death. I’ll try to keep it
simple and digestible. You are forewarned.
The workshop will commence at 1:00 P.M. Saturday April 3rd. To join his workshop, his hangar is at
1608 Commander Way, Seymour TN 37865. For those flying in use Unicom 123.05 Left Traffic for Runway 25 and for Right Traffic for Runway 07. To choose Runway, Approach TN20 on crosswind to check
windsock and report your position. Check FAA airport data base on FAA.gov to verify airport information.
To contact Jim by telephone, call 630-886-0835 or email him at, captjim737@gmail.com.
Larry Winters (airport owner) stressed that car traffic must stay/parked on gravel drives. No car parking
on grass unless fully dry. Landscaping repairs are at Jim's expense. So, he says, car traffic must stay off
grass. Seating/lawn chairs must be brought by visitors. If you would like some munchies while attending,
I will need to hear from you or otherwise just bread and water. So please RSVP me or Jim so we can take
a head count for food and refreshments.
George Douglas
865-376-2053

MOUNTAIN FLYING
by Jerry Depew

Because we are indeed Mountain Land Flyers it is sometimes necessary to study the unique requirements and sometimes detrimental
conditions found flying in our valleys or near the ridge tops.
Flight instructor and Glider pilot LINWOOD STEVENSON presented a
program hosted by our president George Douglas at his hangar at Wolf
Creek (2TN7) that was attended by 40 people and about 10 airplanes.
As a Sailplane pilot, Linwood has used wind and sun to fly cross country, but we all know that weather is not always a friend and attempted
to share his knowledge in a short meeting session. He gave a full sheet
of notes to the attendees and I attempted to take more as he spoke.
Let me share just a few.
Fly When It Is Cool. Keep the load light. Performance is
poor at a high density altitude and a take-off may not
be possible when the day becomes warm.
Stay VFR over the mountains. You can’t visualize the
winds if you cant see the terrain.
Do Not fly down the center of the valley. Stay to one
side to give room to turn around.
It was another great meeting with friends long cooped
up with the virus restrictions and was a joy to share
Pizza, conversation and camaraderie.
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More images from the
Mountain Flying Workshop, March 6, 2021,
courtesy of Karen Meyer
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FLY OUT TO PEACH STATE AERODROME
By Jerry Depew
Jimmy Hunt organized another Fly Out camping trip to Peach State Aerodrome (GA2) just south of Atlanta and under
the Terminal Control Area over the second weekend in March. The weather forecast for that Saturday at home was
poor but by leaving on Friday we were able to depart in good weather flying into even better weather with clear skies
and much warmer days.
Peach State is a sod runway and home to a Residential Airpark with private hangars. They offer self serve fuel and the
Barnstormers Grill restaurant with a great menu and good prices. This weekend was a planned event that opened an
area for airplane camping with a fire pit and toilets. A shower and indoor restrooms were available during restaurant
hours. The Friday guest were treated to a Balloon Glow by two Hot Air Balloons. With so many extra visitors expected
they provided a BBQ vendor too. Did I mention the restaurant has a bar?
After a cool night, Saturday dawned clear and bright with a large number of antique classic airplanes including taildraggers, Stearmans, Stinsons, Wacos and assorted military trainers large and small. There were a number of homebuilt too, some modified for short field operations that gave demonstrations both days. Even a New Waco biplane
was offering rides for sale. The Army Aviation Heritage Foundation brought a Huey and Cobra helicopters and sold
rides also.
Saturday evening was full with a live
band and assorted singers for a crowd
sitting in the restaurant provided
chairs and $3 beer. Even a Taco vendor provided menu options and
seating.
TLC Pet Rescue puppy adoptions had a
supply of cuties that gave longing
looks to the Saturday passers by. The
airport also host a Youth Program in a
hangar near the restaurant with several airplanes being repaired and restored to give young adults training in
skills for future employment. I am told
that they were the inspiration for the
SKY program working at Sky Ranch
airport in Knoxville.

SUPER NEWSLETTER?
Our Knoxville chapter recently participated in a conference call with the Morristown and Greenville EAA
chapters to discuss how and when our chapters will open. This meeting was organized by Karen Hughes
from EAA Chapter 1494 in Morristown and we talked about the Trimotor attending both of our cities this
year. Morristown also has a flying scholarship program and has helped six pilots obtain their Private Pilot
rating and a seventh is nearing completion. Greenville is hosting a Flying Start event too at their airport in
May. It was about here that Karen lamented the lack of a newsletter and the ability to share chapter information and schedules. We suggested that they and Greenville share their information with our publisher
that would create more content and an expanded Calendar Of Events. Our Mountainland Flyer would indeed cover the mountains from Greenville to Madisonville.
When the absence of a newsletter was later mentioned to the students from Morristown they got two volunteers to create one for them that might even qualify as a school project. This is what we old timers want
to see...young members that will take over and carry aviation into the future.
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New member Bio—Gary Arthur
I grew up in South Africa, close to the Kruger National
Park, with a fixed desire from my earliest memories
that I wanted to fly, and I never grew out of it like normal kids do. Coming from a very modest background,
the only way I could get to fly was through the military
and I determined to do that, taking all the school subjects the South African Air Force decided were important. I started National Service, basically the draft,
at the age of 18 and did fourteen months in the SAAF
Regiment, and only then started on the process to qualify as a pilot, which I managed to achieve to the astonishment of anyone who knew me, and myself, in 1990.
I learned how to fly in the North American Harvard, the
T-6 Texan as it’s called here, and then flew Cessna 185’s before starting on helicopters, Alouette 3’s and the Atlas Oryx
(South African built Super Puma). I left the SAAF in 1995 and proceeded to do all kinds of flying in various parts of Africa, some less savory than others, until I came to the USA in 2004. Since then I have flown offshore in the Gulf of Mexico, done powerline maintenance and construction and
some IFR and simulator instruction for Evergreen. I then
did almost 8 years at Erickson flying the S-64 SkyCrane, a
dream I had and also never grew out of, doing some fire
fighting but mostly construction building power lines, antennae and replacing large HVAC units on factories.
I had a fantastic time there with wonderful people until
beginning of 2019 I received an offer I couldn’t refuse, and
joined Coulson Aviation, a Canadian based company, to
help start up their US based helicopter operation. The
company is the longest operator of the Sikorsky S-61 and
we still have three active on fires, the old girl is still going
strong. Coulson partnered with a California based company, Unical, who strip airliners for parts and recycling. The
owner of Unical had about 32 UH-60 Blackhawks and
about 14 CH-47 Chinook helicopters that he wanted to use
for firefighting but lacked the operational experience and resources. Coulson impressed him and so the joint venture
was born and we are currently operating 5 CH-47’s and a couple of Blackhawks.
Coulson is a very innovative company and were
the first, and only, company in the world to modify
some Boeing 737 airliners as firefighting aircraft.
This involves rerouting flight controls, hydraulic
lines and installing a couple of fire tanks able to
drop retardant, and they still managed to keep it
as a standard category aircraft, quite an achievement. We have similar tanks in 3 of the CH-47’s
and they have retractable snorkels so that we can
refill water or retardant in the hover or by landing
at a tanker base and ground refilling the tanks. We
are also the leader in private companies flying on
fires at night using Night Vision Goggles. This has
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

been done in Australia and in Southern California, and I am heading
to Chile in March to demonstrate the technology to the Chileans for
possible future contracts. We already have 4 CH-47’s and one UH-60
in Chile on fire contracts so this would enable us to have 24 hour
coverage, in certain areas at least.
Two other CH-47’s are bucket ships in that we carry a 2600 gallon
bucket on a longline and normally get water from ponds and lakes
to drop on the fire. I was on one of them last season and that aircraft dropped over 3 million gallons of water in about three months
of fire fighting.
I have an RV-4 that I purchased from a friend who had too many
airplanes, a problem I look forward to having one day, and I have
owned it for about 4 years now, doing way less flying than I want to.
To save weight, mainly trying to keep it in my wallet, I decided to
wrap the plane in vinyl rather than paint it, and so far I have no regrets. It’s about half the weight and cost of paint and I can work
with it, whereas I am a horrible painter. The colors are supposed to
remind you of a South African Harvard, its not an exact match but its
there, and popular in Tennessee for Vols fans. See the pics of the
Harvard as a comparison.
It’s hangared at Rockwood airport at the moment and I intend
flying it all over the area as soon as weather and time allow. In
keeping with Van’s philosophy, it’s a simple, light aircraft with
an O-320 and wooden prop, no lights at all and strictly VFR.
When I got it, it weighed 887 pounds and after adding the vinyl and a few mods, it now tips the scales at 902 pounds. I
wanted a compass that worked, they don’t seem to be any-

thing but ballast in an RV-4, and after searching for a
solution I found an EFIS going for cheap, with a magnetometer, and suddenly I was going the glass cockpit route. I wanted an iPad in the cockpit and eventually settled on a Guardian flush mount and that was
all I had for a while. I added an analogue Air Speed
Indicator as I found I missed that during aerobatics.
It’s a fun flying aircraft and has taught me an incredible amount over the last few years, especially in how
to work on it.
I look forward to meeting more members of the
chapter, I have only heard good things and those
who Jean and I have met so far have been wonderful. We have only been in Tennessee since January of
2020 but everyone we have met so far has been
friendly and helpful, a wonderful experience.
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LONG on Safety
Springtime Checklist:

Review the aircraft’s maintenance records.
• Review your aircraft’s maintenance history. What repairs and
preventative maintenance has been done recently? Are there any repairs that have been put off that should be done? Now is the time to do them, especially any
safety repairs per FAA Airworthiness Directives.
Change the oil and check the fuel system.
• Old oil can become acidic and cause corrosion and pitting of components, such as cam lobes
and bearings. Rust can then mix with the oil, causing extensive damage to the engine.
• Also check the fuel system. Remove the fuel filter, clean and replace. If pitot and static vent covers were installed before the winter, remove them now. Check that the fuel cocks are open and
master switches are back on. Also check:
• Check fuel lines for any damage or leaks
• Check fuel valve for any damage or leaks

• Check fuel gauge for damage
Check the battery and other electrical components.
• Check and replace the battery if its age or condition is in question. A good rule of thumb is to remove and inspect the battery every 50 hours of use. Check the condition of the battery leads and
mounting apparatus. Check other electrical components, including circuits, circuit breakers, wiring at terminals and radio/antenna.
Inspect tire pressure and wear.
• Make sure your plane’s tires are at their recommended psi. Visually inspect the tires for tread
wear and bald spots. Also inspect the wheel brake assembly for leaks and strut condition.
Test wing flaps, tail fins, propeller, and landing gear.
• Make sure the propeller assembly, wing flaps, tail fins, landing gear and landing gear doors are
all in working order. Check that nothing is loose, damaged or dirty.
Inspect for structural damage.

• Look for any hairline cracks or structural damage on the fuselage and wings due to wind or even
contact with another plane. Check gaskets and seals to make sure they aren’t corroded or dried
out. Also inspect the air intake and cowling, stall warning vent, pilot tube and static ports for animals.
Give it a good wash.
• Finally, give the aircraft a good outside washing and interior cleaning. Make sure no dirt or foreign substances can interfere with wing flap and tail fin operations.

*** For more Information refer to AOPA
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Hello, From EAA Chapter 1494 – Morristown, TN,
We are desperately missing seeing you all in person – at our monthly breakfasts and other aviation
events that normally occur across the region. Considering all that was canceled and all that didn’t happen last year, we had a pretty awesome 2020… it was just, well, different, and we had to think outside
the box.
As did many chapters, we connected in smaller settings, outdoors or via GoToMeeting and had a blast
connecting with many of you through the regional Card Run event. Lots of fun!
We capitalized on the stay-at-home situation, nabbing some awesome national speakers for online gatherings. We were entertained and educated by Chris Henry, EAA Historian and Museum Director, and
Danny Mortensen, former Air Traffic Controller, personal friend of Burt Rutan, Reno Air Racer and author.
He was totally entertaining. I think I speak for all who were on these sessions, these aviators are awesome speakers. You can find their contact info and bios in the EAA Speakers Bureau.
Flight training at MOR has been busier than ever and our chapter flight scholarship program has been
hugely successful. In 2020, we sponsored 8 students. 7 have now earned their private pilot’s licenses.
The 8th recipient is continuing her training and making great progress. Our 2020 Ray Aviation Scholar
completed his training in 7 months and passed his written quickly, earning a Lightspeed Zulu 3 headset
as part of that program. Lots of oohs and aaahs over that headset!
There was so much more good stuff in 2020 (including our first Annual Cub Fest), but that’s the quick
recap.

For the 2021 restart…
We are smack in the middle of reviewing applications for the next round of chapter flight scholarships.
We were also accepted for a 2021 Ray Aviation Scholarship (our 2nd) through the EAA’s program. Now
come the awesome, wonderful, fun, and difficult decisions followed by the joyous granting of scholarships. And, as the EAA says about the Ray Scholarship, these aren’t just scholarships, these are journeys – journeys that provide the opportunity to mentor student pilots… and to have our own flying jazzed
and taken to the next level at the same time. It’s a blast!
Breakfasts at the Morristown Airport are planned to restart May 1st. We’ll continue to host monthly
breakfasts the first Saturday of each month, conditions allowing. We can’t wait to see everyone! We
have really missed hosting these events.
More 2021 events….
Plans are underway to host the EAA’s Ford Tri-Motor in mid-June, our annual Splash-in in late June
(Douglas Lake), and our annual Fly-in at MOR in September. We’ll sneak in another Cub Fest at MOR
somewhere along the way. We are hopeful these plans will come to fruition but realize we need to keep
an eye on things and move forward appropriately. We will keep Chapter 17 apprised of our plans and also post updates on our Facebook Page.
https://www.facebook.com/MorristownTnEaaChapter1494/
We look forward to seeing you at events across the region during the remainder of 2021 and beyond!
Karen Hughes Collins
EAA Chapter 1494, President
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Aviation Pioneer: Charles A. Lorber (Part the Third)
These articles are written by (Chapter 17 Treasurer) John Haynes, who is the grandson of Charley Haynes. Charley Haynes
was Charles Lorber's best friend and later became his brother-in-law. Several years ago, John began to research and record
the lives of both "Charleys" for a book that he is writing. His contribution today is invaluable. Their story is derived from books
of the period, magazine and newspaper articles, the University of Pennsylvania museum, and personal remembrances. The
adventure chronicles the rapid growth of aviation with the backdrop of world tensions and war.

As

1931 began, Charley Lorber felt on top of the world. He had
recently completed a high-profile, successful exploration as copilot for Lindbergh on the first mail route to South America, He was now
flying the Miami-Cienfuegos- Kingston-Cristobal route; the last leg being
the longest over-water commercial route flown anywhere in the world. This
after only two years with Pan American Airways.
H.C. Dobbs, Pan American eastern division chief, called Lorber to Miami.
They were to meet with wealthy promoters of a special expedition to the
Matto Grosso jungles of Brazil, Capt. Vladimir Perfillieff, Fenimore Johnson
and the expeditions manager John Clark. The expedition was also being
sponsored by the University of Pennsylvania Museum. which was sending
Sikorski S-38. Lorber in middle
anthropologist, Vincent M. Petrullo along. The purpose of the expedition
would be to conduct ethnological zoological and archaeological studies as well as to film, capture and hunt the more exotic
animals of that region of South America. Lorber had been recommended by Dobbs as their most reliable and resourceful pilot.
They wanted Lorber to command the single amphibian which would guide the expedition to the farthest reaches of the Xingo
River in the south-central Brazilian jungles.
Lorber was now the father of five children, pretty little Ruth and handsome Charley Jr. had been the final additions to his family over the last few years. To leave them all for six straight months would be difficult. But the lure of adventure and the honor
of being asked to lead such an expedition was enough to overcome his reluctance.
Lorber planned for the expedition by reading everything he could find about jungle exploration. None of the other Pan American pi lots had any experience with jungle flying, so preparation was left to Lorber alone. The promoter of the trip had already
sailed for Buenos Aires to continue with the massive provisioning for an expedition of that magnitude required.
The main body of the expedition was to sail up the Rio de la Plata. Paraná and Paraguay Rivers until they arrived at a large
ranch in the Matto Grosso called Descalvados, at the headwaters of the Cuiabá River. There they would be joined by Lorber
and his crew, who were to fly in directly over the jungles from the East Coast. His amphibian would then be used extensively to
scout the surrounding areas for the best hunting or research sites and to drop off men and materials at the nearest river. It
would also be used to make any necessary flights back to Rio de Janeiro for provisioning or emergencies.
Lorber was to pick up his new command in Rio, an eight-passenger Sikorsky S-38 amphibian with two P & W Wasp engines
the workhorse on Pan American routes and the same type he had flown with Lindbergh to South America in the prior year. He
started south from Miami in early April, riding deadhead on another Pan American route recently taken
over in a buyout of the New York, Rio and Buenos Aires
Airline (NYRBA). The NYRBA had initiated scheduled
passenger service from New York all the way down the
coastline as far as Buenos Aires, using a very modem
fleet of 14 Commodore flying boats. Although NYRBA
gave first-class, passenger service, it didn't receive any
mail revenues, so it fell prey to expansionist Pan American. Arriving in Rio, Lorber first gathered his immediate
team, Jose M. Sauceda, the mechanic/co-pilot and two
(Continued on page 10)

Sikorski on Rio Culune, Amazone Basin, Matto Grosso
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radio-telegraphers. The team was soon working
perfect harmony, equipping the plane for the trip.
Emergency rations, sufficient for three-week survival, included canned beef, canned beans, bar
chocolate, bouillon cubes, compressed tea tablets, dry beans, salt, hardtack, rice, a quart of
brandy and a first aid kit. Each man was
equipped with a Navy hammock, fine mesh mosquito bar, a machete, a hunting knife, a .45 caliber automatic rifle or a shotgun, a water- proof
match box, a pocket compass, two changes of
clothing, a woolen water-proof coat, a blanket,
and a water canteen. They packed an extensive
amount of spare parts for the plane itself. Finalthey packed a tear gas gun, tear gas hand grenade, and a Lewis machine gun. Lorber was
ready for anything.

in

ly,

They said goodbye to Sugar· Loaf peak and, to
avoid the heavy air current generated by the
heated mountains, headed straight down the
coast 300 miles to Santos, another major Brazilian seaport. They stopped to refuel and have
lunch there before continuing inland over· the
mountains 40 miles to Sao Paulo. The second
day's objective would be Três Lagoas. The last
day of the journey would see them on to
Corumbá, on the Bolivian border, and their final
destination of Descalvados, near the headwaters of the Cuiabá River, in the heart of the Matto Grosso.

Above: Matto
Grosso expedition members.
Charley Lorber
is in the last
row, left.
Left: Johnson
(left) and
Petrulla (right)
in front of the
amphibian.
Lorber standing
next to engine

However, while having lunch at Santos, they chanced to meet a young Italian pilot, the Count Mundino Di Robillant, who had
come to Brazil to plan a new South American airline. The Count was an important aviation figure in his own country, an ace in
the last war. The aviators all quickly became good friends and discovered that Di Robillant was also going to Corumbá as part
of his business trip. In reviewing both their navigational plans for the trip to Três Lagoas, Lorber became concerned that the
Count's magnetic heading was to be quite different than his own. Who was right? Which flight might miss its intended destination, only to be lost in the vastness of the jungle? The two men could not agree on who was correct in their calculations and so
(Continued on page 11)

ADVERTISEMENT
Soar with Stevenson
Chapter 17’s Linwood Stevenson, an internationally recognized soaring record holder is
offering Glider introduction flights for members at Chilhowee Gliderport. If interested,
email contact@eaa17.org for details.
A portion of the proceeds from members flights is
returned to Chapter 17
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departed on their separate ways, the Count leaving immediately for Três Lagoas in his fancy two-seat Fiat biplane, Lorber
continued to Sào Paulo, where the airport manager posted
overnight guards, instructing them to let no one else get near
their plane until the fliers returned for their early morning departure. The crew was driven to their downtown hotel where
the excitement-loving Brazilians, having heard of· the fliers
plans to penetrate the jungle, wanted to fete them as heroes.
But the fliers wanted only to review their next-daylight plans,
particularly in light of the navigational uncertainty caused by
their new friend Di Robillant. Lorber and Jose soon satisfied
themselves that their own plans were correct and retired for
the night.
In the morning, the taxi driver dropped them at the airport but, At Corumba, South America (Brazil)
as they walked to the plane, they found themselves looking
down the muzzles of many rifles. The guards had been changed during the night and no one had bothered to tell the new ones
who the crew was when they would be back to the airport. The crew was placed under arrest for trying to steal their own airplane! The misunderstanding was corrected later that morning when the airport manager arrived; they were released and on
their way.

Their flight to Três Lagoas was long and tense, but wind drift had been minimal, and their course proved quite accurate. The
town was spotted easily and since it was mainly a cattle ranch, Lorber lined up on one of the long pastures and brought the
amphibian in for a perfect three-point landing. Suddenly a crowd of villagers and cowboys, many of whom had never seen an
airplane, swarmed out into the path of the plane. Lorber swerved to avoid slicing through the unknowing mob. Instead, the
plane crashed into a big stump and a long eight-foot gash in the duralumin hull was opened. Although Jose received a small
cut on his head, none of the townspeople had been injured. When the populace found out about the dangers of the propellers
and of what Lorber had done to save them from injury, they treated the crew like royalty, insisting that they take the best food
and rooms that the small outpost had to offer. But the crew did not rest; the job of repairing the hull of the amphibian began
immediately, with an old roll of roofing tin being used to replace the duralumin. It would be a temporary repair at best but
would allow them to fly the plane back to Rio for permanent repairs. Radio contact with Rio also gave them the bad news that
Di Robillant had not been heard from since he had departed Santos. Rio headquarters asked Lorber to search for Di Robillant
on his return to Rio. That he did by flying further to the South to cover the route he calculated that Di Robillant would have
errantly flown. But they had no luck and arrived at Rio without seeing any trace of their friend. Repairs were quickly made, and
the amphibian was off once again for Descalvados. The flight back to Tres Lagoas doubled as a search mission. As before
there was no sign of the missing pilot. Their reception at the ranch was again one of heroes; the feasting and celebrations
went on all night long. Lorber and his crew had to excuse themselves early and slip away to get some much-needed sleep.
Long flights, such as they were making, required a first-light departure, to allow time to cover as much ground as possible before the sun’s rays on the varied terrain caused heavy turbulence. The engines, therefore, had to be given their lengthy warm
up while it was still dark. Early though it was, most of the town gathered at the field to watch the departure and bid them farewell. Bleary-eyed, the villagers had learned their lesson this time kept clear of the runway.
Lorber set a course for Corumbá, on the Paraguay River. After four hours of flying covering a little more than 400 miles. they
reached the point where the Taboco, and Negro rivers came together, one of the few clear shown the chart, and a welcome
sight. Lorber had been less than one half mile off course over the entire trip! Another hour, and they were landing in Corumbá,
where they met other members of the expedition, took on more supplies, and headed North on the final leg to Descalvados.
Descalvados was a huge cattle ranch, which had served as the jumping off point for many earlier expeditions. It was in a key
location just South of· the Planalto mountain range on the other side of which was the Amazon basin. When the aviators arrived. they were introduced to the various distinct groups of explorers and researchers, each one with their own strategy how
Lorber could help them reach the most advantageous location for their work. The hunters and filmmakers were a tough
bunch. their goal being to collect many samples of· wildlife, as possible trapped or shot. In contrast, the scientists were documenting the vast quantity of new things they were seeing, both animal and human.
(Continued on page 12)
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Invariably. the amphibian became a key part of· each of· their efforts. The anthropologist was taken far into the Xingo headwater area to search out the most primitive tribes. The archaeologist scouted the terrain for tell-tail mounds from the air. The
hunters were dropped off in areas where the best game had been reported. And the cameramen were frequently moving to
get a variety of good filming opportunities. Lorber and his crew were constantly busy dropping off or picking up people, supplies or· specimens or overflying encampments for safety checks, on the numerous concurrent excursions.
Shortly after arriving. they received news of Di Robillant’s amazing rescue. Another air search team had been covering the
area which Lorber designated as most likely and a full two weeks after his disappearance. the team spotted the downed plane
in the trees. Landing in the closest river. they hiked over land to find the abandoned plane and then followed the trail of· cut
brush and empty cigarette packs, to finally come upon the nearly expired Count. Di Robillant was almost unrecognizable because of insect bites, swelling and cuts, but was flown to safety and a long recovery. His mechanic was not so fortunate: he
had been so tormented by the insects and depressed about his situation. He had hung himself. The news of this tragedy
served as a reminder of · what the unprepared could suffer in this unforgiving jungle.
The five months of the expedition went very quickly. Lorber participated in many of the forays including two overnight stays
and ceremonies in native villages. observation of·, an archaeological dig, numerous big game hunts and many of the efforts to
capture live animals including monkeys, boa constrictors and jaguars. Many crates of· captured animals were loaded for shipment back to the states.
But the wildest of· all experiences came when the expeditions best hunter, the ·'Tiger Man," attempted to film the killing of a
great jaguar with his spear. This hunter had determined never to hunt jaguar again with anything other than a spear because,
years ago, his rifle misfired, and he was mauled by a big cat. His method was to anchor the butt end of· the spear in the
ground and let the jaguar impale himself on its point as it leaped to attack. The cameramen and hunters arrived at the clearing where they had cornered a jaguar with a pack of· tracking dog. The huge jaguar had quickly dispatched three of the six
dogs with his lethal swipes and was turning his attention to the hunters a lot faster than they had anticipated. "Tiger Man"
hadn’t yet had time to set up when the beast came at them. Expedition manager John Clark, who missed his shot from a
kneeling position, jumped to his feet to run right into the line of fire of another hunter. The shot ripped a huge hole in Clark's
shoulder. Five other guns roared, killing the Jaguar.
Clark's wound looked mortal. He was carried by litter out of the jungle, still conscious, while Lorber raced ahead to warm the
plane's engine for the emergency evacuation to the nearest medical facility in Asuncion, 800 miles away. Lorber had the plane
ready when Clark arrived and took off for Asuncion. As they flew, the radios crackled with information for waiting doctors and
with instructions to Lorber on just where to land. News of· the flight had spread, so in addition to the ambulance, a large crowd
awaited at riverside to assist in any way they could and to watch the drama. The surgeons operated on Clark and gave him a
lifesaving tetanus injection. Not a moment too soon – Clark had been within hours of losing his life. The perfectly executed
evacuation flight had made the difference.
With that mishap, the expedition finally wound to a close. Johnson chartered Lorber 's plane for the fight back to Miami. There,
Johnson regaled Dobbs with stories of the Matto Grosso adventures and of· Lorber’s contributions and heroism. Amused for
only a moment, Dobbs turned to Lorber and said, "Good work, Lorber, but
Lorber (left) near giant ant hill.
the vacation's over, we want you on the test flight of our new Sikorsky
S-40. Time to pack again."
.Publisher’s

Note: Be watching for the next installment on the amazing life of aviation legend
Charles Lorber.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

This Month’s Calendar is sponsored by Coronavirus.
“Just when you think it’s okay to leave THE HOUSE. . . “
COVID-19 has disrupted all of our lives. All plans are on hold until further notice. Hopefully, this will be over soon, but not too
soon as to render the current sacrifices ineffective.

Video education abounds, so visit https://www.eaa.org/Videos

April 3

10:00 PM, Jim Auman will be holding a Autogas workshop Seymour Airpark (TN20).

April 13-18

Sun-N-Fun air show in Lakeland Florida.

June 3-6

EAA Ford Trimotor returns to Knoxville Downtown Island Airport

Morristown Chapter 1494 Updates:

April 1 – EAA Chapter 1494 Monthly Gathering – Morristown Regional Airport, Flight School Hangar – 6
pm
NOTE: We’ll meet inside the hangar with the doors open, or just outside the hangar, based on the
weather. Please bring a chair. We’ll have time to catch up, hear flight training and aircraft project updates, followed by an educational and fun aviation related program. This will be our first in-person
monthly chapter gathering in several months!
May 1 – Airport Breakfast @ Morristown Regional Airport – 8:30 – 10:30
This is our planned grand re-start of our 1st Saturday breakfasts!!
June 10 – 13 – EAA’s Ford Tri-Motor @ Morristown Regional Airport
Will be confirmed after the March Airport Commission Meeting.
June 26 – 3rd Annual Splash-in on Douglas Lake – 10am – 1pm
We will be back in the same cove as the first 2 years.
Cove is located at: Latitude: 36.023384, Longitude: -83.391938
882 Lakeshore Drive Dandridge, TN 37725

Greenville Chapter 1455 Updates
May 15 –
EAA 1355 will host a Flying Start Event on 5/15 at 9 AM. If you know of an adult with
a serious interest in learning to fly, please have them contact us!
May 29 —
EAA 1355 will have a Fly In/ Cook Out on 5/29. Planning is underway now. More details soon. Plan to stop by if you’re flying over the holiday weekend!

ADVERTISEMENT
Dan Valle, Chapter 17 Member offers Aircraft Certs & ADS-B
For VFR $85, with Mode S VFR $100...Less than 30 minutes
For IFR $275, Mode S $300...About 2 hours
He has an additional service for our members to help with the paperwork and or install the uAvionix Sky and Tail
Beacons for ADS-B out, as he is a dealer for them and can offer a slight discount to our members.
If enough folks sign up for service, he will come to you, Or, if owners don't mind the short flight to TN44, he can
handle here. Contact Dan Valle Cell 313-539-9818 FAA CRS VDJR395X
A portion of the proceeds from members certification testing is returned to Chapter 17
Knoxville Tennessee
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EAA Chapter 17’s mission is the promotion of education in
aeronautics, flying safety, navigation, amateur or homebuilt aircraft, antique aircraft restoration and construction,
and related aero-sciences. To foster aviation, education,
and progress in light aircraft development and other closely
related phases of aviation. And to maintain a non-profit cooperative association to obtain instruction and education in
aviation.

Your EAA Membership
Chapter 17 maintains our membership records. This is important for two reasons. First, and most important, we use
the info to correspond with our members. Second, we are required to provide EAA Headquarters with a current chapter roster each year. To help update our records, we are asking everyone to please provide the following: Name, Address, Phone Number, Email Address, and EAA member number.
Finally, we can’t emphasize enough the importance of full EAA membership. This is especially critical in the current
climate of proposed GA user fee increases and other threats to your freedom to fly! For $40 a year for a single EAA
membership or $50 a year for family membership, you can add your clout to the battle, as well as get a great magazine in Sport Aviation each month and lots of other member benefits. If you are not a current member of the international EAA organization, please join or renew your membership. Go to http://www.eaa.org/memberbenefits.html, or
call 800-843-3612.
In the words of Vintage Aircraft Association President, Geoff Robison, “”Let’s all pull in the same direction for the
good of aviation. Remember, we are better together. Join us and have it all”

CHAPTER 17 MEETINGS ARE NOW ON THE FIRST MONDAY OF
THE MONTH, UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED!
EAA Chapter 17
Membership Renewal
Name:_______________________________ EAA Member #______________
Address:_________________________________________________________
Email:___________________________ Phone:_________________________
Project or current aircraft or interest:____________________________________
Type of Registration: Regular: ($20) Family: ($20), list names:____________________________________________
Student (Free for EAA Student members):
Address, email, and phone info is used to update CH 17 records, is voluntary, and is not shared outside of CH 17. EAA
Member # is required for our annual EAA Chapter renewal.
Please print, fill out, and bring to the next meeting, or mail to CH 17 Treasurer, at the below address. Please include a
check for $20.00 made to EAA Chapter 17.
Online registration (eaa17.org/membership/) available using a credit card or Pay Pal
Thanks for your continued support!
Renew online or by mail to:
Chapter 17
C/O PS Engineering
9800 Martel Road
Lenoir City TN 37772
Total amount of check $_____

Knoxville Tennessee

